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ABSTRACT Cardiolipin is an anionic lipid found in the mitochondrial membranes of eukaryotes ranging from unicellular micro-
organisms to metazoans. This unique lipid contributes to various mitochondrial functions, including metabolism, mitochondrial
membrane fusion and/or fission dynamics, and apoptosis. However, differences in cardiolipin content between the two mito-
chondrial membranes, as well as dynamic fluctuations in cardiolipin content in response to stimuli and cellular signaling events,
raise questions about how cardiolipin concentration affects mitochondrial membrane structure and dynamics. Although cardio-
lipin’s structural and dynamic roles have been extensively studied in binary mixtures with other phospholipids, the biophysical
properties of cardiolipin in higher number lipid mixtures are still not well resolved. Here, we used molecular dynamics simulations
to investigate the cardiolipin-dependent properties of ternary lipid bilayer systems that mimic the major components of mitochon-
drial membranes. We found that changes to cardiolipin concentration only resulted in minor changes to bilayer structural fea-
tures but that the lipid diffusion was significantly affected by those alterations. We also found that cardiolipin position along
the bilayer surfaces correlated to negative curvature deflections, consistent with the induction of negative curvature stress in
the membrane monolayers. This work contributes to a foundational understanding of the role of cardiolipin in altering the prop-
erties in ternary lipid mixtures composed of the major mitochondrial phospholipids, providing much-needed insights to help un-
derstand how cardiolipin concentration modulates the biophysical properties of mitochondrial membranes.
SIGNIFICANCE Cardiolipin is an intrinsic component of the lipid milieu that makes up the membranes of eukaryotic
mitochondria, and the distinctive lipid plays roles in both mitochondrial structure and function. Despite the many studies
that establish that cardiolipin has unique properties in membranes, there are still questions about how much cardiolipin
directly contributes to structural differences between the inner and outer mitochondrial membranes, as well as questions
about how natural fluctuations in cardiolipin concentration alter the structure and dynamics of mitochondrial membranes.
This study provides quantitative predictions for cardiolipin-dependent properties of lipid bilayer systems that mimic the
major components of mitochondrial membranes. As such, it provides further insights into cardiolipin’s role in modulating
the biophysical properties of mitochondrial membranes.
INTRODUCTION

Cardiolipin (CL) is an anionic lipid found in the mitochon-
drial membranes of eukaryotes (1), including unicellular
microorganisms as well as metazoans. This structurally
unique phospholipid is composed of two phosphatidylgly-
cerol moieties connected by a single bridging glycerol group
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(2), thereby conferring it with a small polar headgroup with
limited flexibility and mobility. It has been shown in previ-
ous work that the small size of the polar headgroup imparts
CL with a propensity to form inverted hexagonal lipid
phases (3,4), whereas the restrictions placed on the polar
headgroup flexibility and mobility impart CL with unique
membrane properties (5). CL contributes to various mito-
chondrial functions, such as metabolism (6), mitochondrial
membrane fusion and/or fission dynamics (7), and apoptosis
(8,9) in higher organisms. Furthermore, dysregulation of
mitochondrial CL synthesis and remodeling has been
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implicated in several human diseases, including diabetes
(10,11), heart disease (11,12), and Barth syndrome (13,14).

Within the mitochondrion, CL is primarily localized in
the inner mitochondrial membrane (IMM) (15–20), where
it accounts for �10 mol% of IMM lipid content. However,
CL is also present at much lower concentrations (�1–5
mol% of lipids) in the outer mitochondrial membrane
(OMM) (15–20). Because the two membranes are structur-
ally dissimilar, the disparity in CL concentration between
them raises questions about the role of CL in shaping
mitochondrial membrane structure. For example, there is
evidence that CL plays a role in maintaining IMM super-
structure (21–25), affecting the shape and stability of
cristae. Yet, it is unclear to what extent CL plays a role in
directly modulating the in vivo structure of the IMM
because the IMM also has a high content of membrane pro-
teins, to which CL molecules bind promiscuously (1,26),
that also likely play a role in stabilizing the IMM’s highly
curved interfaces (27). Moreover, the mitochondrion is a
dynamic organelle, and both the total amount and intramito-
chondrial distribution of CL can change in response to stim-
uli and cellular signaling events (28–32), thus raising further
questions about how CL concentration modulates mitochon-
drial membrane properties.

The main purpose of this work is to investigate the CL-
dependent properties of lipid bilayer systems that mimic the
major components of mitochondrial membranes. The two
major phospholipid species in mitochondrial membranes
are phosphatidylcholine (PC) and phosphatidylethanolamine
(PE) lipid species. A variety of studies, including monolayer
experiments (33–36), vesicle and bilayer experiments
(33,37–39), and simulations (40–42), have probed the bio-
physical properties of binary mixtures of CL with PC or PE
lipids. A limited number of experimental studies have also
probed the biophysical properties of more complex lipid
mixtures (more than three lipid species) usingOMM-like sup-
ported lipid bilayers (39) and IMM-like monolayers (36).
However, the studies that investigate the properties of CL in
mixed PC-PE lipid membranes are limited, so there is still a
shortage of basic biophysical data to describe CL in ternary
lipid membrane systems. We have therefore run a series of
atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of model
mitochondrial membranes composed of PC and PE lipids
with CL concentrations consistent with the natural ranges
of CL content found in the OMM and IMM, as well as their
contact sites in the OMM,which have been reported to be en-
riched inCL (up to�25mass%) (20). From these simulations,
we have estimated a variety of structural and dynamic bilayer
properties and show their dependence on the concentration of
CL. We also compare our results to those of previous studies
of the thermodynamic, structural, and dynamic properties of
similar ternary PC, PE, and CL lipid membranes. This work
contributes toward a foundational understanding of the role
of CL in altering the properties of ternary lipid mixtures
composed of PC, PE, andCLmolecules. This work also helps
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to illuminate the concentration-dependent role of CL inmito-
chondrial membrane structure and lipid dynamics, contrib-
uting to the biophysical data needed to help understand
CL’s role in shaping the structural differences between the
inner and outer membranes, as well as how mitochondrial
membrane properties are altered when CL content changes
in response to stimuli and cellular signaling events.
METHODS

Model systems

We have constructed five atomistic models of ternary lipid bilayer systems

mimicking mitochondrial membranes. The membrane bilayers were square

patches with sizes of �(14–15 nm)2 and were composed of PC, PE, and

varying proportions of CL molecules consistent with those found in the

outer (�1–5 mol%, �15 mol% at contact sites) and inner (�5–10 mol%)

mitochondrial membranes. The classes of lipids were modeled using the

following lipids:

1) PC: 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC).

2) PE: 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DOPE).

3) CL: 1,3-Bis-[1,2-di-(9,12-octadecadienoyl)-sn-glycero-3-phospho]-sn-

glycerol (tetralinoleoyl CL, (18:2)4-CL).

We chose POPC and DOPE as the model PC and PE lipids, respectively,

because of the relatively high prevalence of 16:0 and 18:1 fatty acid chains

among mitochondrial lipids (43). We chose polyunsaturated tetralinoleoyl

CL ((18:2)4-CL) because of its high relative abundance among CL species

in human mitochondria, particularly in heart and skeletal muscle tissues

(44–46). Tetralinoleoyl CL is also the primary CL species affected in Barth

syndrome (13,45).

Because they have two phosphate groups, CL molecules can carry up to

two negative charges. However, the ionization state of CL at neutral pH

(7.0) and physiological pHs (around pH 7.4) is a contentious issue, with

some studies (47–49) suggesting that a mixture of CL ionization states pre-

dominated by the singly deprotonated (�1e charge) species would likely

form, whereas other studies (50–52) suggest that CLs would be fully depro-

tonated (�2e charge) at that pH range. Because even in the former case, the

fully ionized CL species may be expected to be present in reasonable pro-

portion, we modeled CL lipids as fully ionized. The structures of the lipids

used in our computational models are shown in Fig. 1.

All-atom lipid bilayers were constructed using the Membrane Builder

Input Generator of the CHARMM-GUI web toolkit (53–58). Each MOM-

like bilayer system consisted of 600 lipids (300 per leaflet) solvated with

22.5 Å of explicit water molecules on either side of the bilayer (37–43 water

molecules per lipid). We generated membranes with CL content 0, 2, 7, 10,

and 15 mol% (0, 3.8, 12.6, 17.6, and 25.3 mass%, respectively); the total

number of lipids (600) was held constant. The numbers of POPC and

DOPE lipids were adjusted such that an approximate 2:1 ratio (POPC/

DOPE) was maintained. Sodium chloride ions were added to neutralize

excess lipid charges and set the salt concentration to �0.2 M in the 0, 7,

10, 15 mol% systems. The 2 mol% system was only charge neutralized

with Naþ ions; although this gives the 2 mol% system slightly different

ionic conditions than the other model systems, based on previous studies

(59,60), we expect this difference in ion conditions to have a negligible

effect on the properties reported in this study. Interactions were modeled us-

ing the CHARMM36 force field (61) with the TIP3P water model (62).

Representations of the model systems are depicted in Fig. 2.
MD simulations

Simulations were run employing the GROMACS software (version 5.1.4)

(63,64). The preproduction minimization and relaxation of each system



FIGURE 1 The line (top) and three-dimensional structures (bottom) of

the lipids 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC),

1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DOPE), and the �2e

charge version of the lipid tetralinoleoyl cardiolipin (CL) used in the model

mitochondrial outer membranes. The line structure drawings were gener-

ated using Lipid MAPS (125) and Open Babel tools (126) tools. The

three-dimensional structure images were generated using the Tachyon

renderer (127) in VMD (128). To see this figure in color, go online.
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was carried out using the GROMACS protocol generated by the

CHARMM-GUI Input Generator, which consists of

1) Energy minimization for 5000 steps.

2) Constant volume and 303.15 K (NVT) using the Berendsen thermostat

for 50,000 steps with a 1 fs time step.

3) 1.0 bar and 303.15 K (NPT) using the Berendsen thermostat and barostat

for 25,000 steps with a 1 fs time step.

4) 1.0 bar and 303.15 K (NPT) using the Berendsen thermostat and barostat

for 150,000 steps with a 2 fs time step.

For the production runs, each system was simulated with a reference

pressure of 1.0 bar and a temperature of 303.15 K (NPT) using the Parri-

nello-Rahman barostat and the Nos�e-Hoover thermostat, respectively. The

simulation time step was set to 2 fs. A single MD simulation was launched

for each system; the 2, 7, and 10% CL systems were simulated for a total of

1 ms, whereas the 0 and 15% CL systems were simulated for a total of 0.9 ms.

All simulations were carried out with covalent bonds to hydrogen atoms

constrained via the LINCS algorithm (65). A 12 Å spherical cutoff was used
for short-range nonbonded interactions, with a force-switching function

from 10 Å for the van der Waals term and shifted electrostatics. Long-range

electrostatic interactions were computed using the particle-mesh Ewald

method (66) with a grid spacing on the order of 1 Å or less. The equations

of motion were integrated using the default GROMACS ‘‘md’’ integrator.

Periodic boundary conditions were applied to all simulations, and all

NPT ensemble simulations were run under zero tension and semi-isotropic

pressure coupling.
Analysis

Analysis was performed using tools from a Python-based lipid bilayer

analysis toolkit, PyBILT (https://github.com/LoLab-VU/PyBILT), that is

currently being developed in our lab. PyBILT-based analysis included

the use of MDAnalysis (67,68), NumPy (69,70), and SciPy (71) software;

data plots were generated using Matplotlib (72) and seaborn (73) soft-

ware. Descriptions of individual methods for analysis are provided in

subsequent sections. In lipid membrane systems, the dynamics of some

properties, such as ion binding and unbinding to the membrane-water

interface (59) and lipid diffusion (74), can have characteristic times on

the order of 100 ns or greater. Therefore, the first 400 ns of each produc-

tion run were discarded as a long-timescale equilibration time and not

included in the analysis. Unless otherwise noted, thermodynamic aver-

ages and their standard errors were estimated by using the block averages

taken over nonoverlapping 100 ns segments of the remaining trajectory;

key quantities were examined using blocked standard error analysis with

varying block sizes (Figs. S1 and S2) as described by Grossfield and

Zuckerman (75), and it was determined from this analysis that block sizes

of at least 50 ns resulted in uncorrelated blocks for block averaging. The

reported error for our data was computed as 1.96 times the standard error

estimate (from block averaging with 100 ns blocks) and thus represent

estimates of the 95% confidence intervals. The resulting observable esti-

mates as reported here were then rounded to include only one uncertain

digit.

Average area per lipid molecule

The average area per lipid molecule was computed using the area projected

onto the xy-plane, which was taken as the xy simulation box area, divided by

the number of lipid molecules per bilayer leaflet:

hAi ¼ 2
�
Axy

�
Nt

; (1)

where Axy is the instantaneous xy-area of the simulation box (used to esti-

mate the lateral surface area of the bilayer) at each simulation snapshot
and Nt/2 is the number of lipids per bilayer leaflet; Nt ¼ 600 was the total

number of lipids in the bilayer and was constant for all simulated systems.

Average area per lipid phosphate headgroup

The average area per lipid phosphate headgroup (abbreviated hereafter as

average area per phosphate) was estimated by computing the average

area per lipid phosphate headgroup projected onto the xy-plane, calculated

as the xy simulation box area divided by the number of lipid phosphate

headgroups per leaflet:

hai ¼ 2
�
Axy

�
Nt þ NCL

; (2)

where Axy is the instantaneous xy-area of the simulation box (used to es-

timate the lateral surface area of the bilayer) at each simulation snapshot
and (Nt þ NCL)/2 is the number of lipid phosphate headgroups per

bilayer leaflet; NCL is the total number of CL lipid molecules in the

bilayer. Note that this quantity is directly related to the average area

per lipid through the conversion factor Nt/(Nt þ NCL); i.e., hai ¼
hAiNt=ðNt þ NCLÞ.
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FIGURE 2 Snapshots of lipid bilayers used to

model mitochondrial outer membranes. (a) A

representative side view of one of the model sys-

tems is shown. For clarity, the hydrogen atoms

were removed. Water oxygen atoms are shown in

ice blue. The simulation cell is outlined by the

blue rectangular box, and the material surrounding

the simulation cell shows the periodic images. (b)

A top view of each model bilayer after initial sys-

tem minimization and relaxation is shown. The CL

concentrations are in increasing order, going from

left to right and top to bottom. POPC lipids are

shown in green, DOPE lipids in blue, and CL lipids

in gold. The images of simulation snapshots were

generated using the Tachyon renderer (127) in

VMD (128). To see this figure in color, go online.
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Partial area per lipid phosphate headgroup

The partial area per lipid phosphate headgroup was computed using a grid-

based tessellation scheme adapted from Allen et al. (76). Briefly, at each

snapshot of the simulation trajectory, the lipids are mapped to a two-

dimensional (2-d) grid based on Euclidean distance in the lateral plane

of the bilayer (xy-plane). The positions of the phosphate phosphorous

atoms are projected into the xy-plane as the reference points for distance

calculations and subsequent mapping of the lipid headgroups to the 2-d

grids. For each grid element, the nearest lipid is assigned to that grid.

We performed this analysis with 100 � 100 grids, resulting in grid ele-

ments with an area <3 Å2. Gapsys et al. (77) reported that an area per

grid element of <5 Å2 is sufficient for convergence of this type of grid-

based area analysis. A grid map is generated for each leaflet of the bilayer,

resulting in two grid maps per analyzed snapshot. The partial area per lipid

phosphate headgroup is computed for lipid type l from the grids via the

following equation,

al ¼ Ng;laxy
�
Np;l; (3)

where Ng,l is the total number of grid elements occupied by lipid type l

(including both leaflets), axy ¼ Axy/100
2 is the area per grid element, and

Np,l is the number of phosphate headgroups that lipid type l has in the

bilayer. Note that as described, this analysis yields the composite partial

areas over both bilayer leaflets and assumes molecules of each lipid type

are equally distributed across those leaflets.

Average area per lipid acyl chain

The average area per lipid acyl chain was computed in the same manner as

the average area per lipid molecule (Average Area per Lipid Molecule) or

the average area per phosphate (Average Area per Lipid Phosphate Head-

group), except in this case, the xy simulation box area (Axy) was divided

by the number of lipid acyl chains per leaflet. Note that because each lipid

has two acyl per chains per phosphate headgroup, the average area per lipid

acyl chain is equivalent to the average area per phosphate multiplied by a

factor of 1/2.

Partial area per lipid acyl chain

The partial areas per lipid acyl chain were computed in the same manner as

the partial areas per phosphate (Partial Area per Lipid Phosphate Head-

group), except in this case, the positions of the terminal acyl chain carbon

atoms projected into the xy-plane were used as the reference points for dis-

tance calculations and subsequent mapping of the lipids to the 2-d grids.
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Relative fractions of lipid-lipid interactions

The relative fractions of lipid-lipid interactions were computed using a

nearest-neighbor analysis as in de Vries et al. (78). For each lipid-lipid

interaction of type X-Y, the fraction fX-Y was computed:

fX�Y ¼ NY

Nnn

; (4)

with NY the number of lipids of type Y among the Nnn nearest neighbors of

lipid type X. We used Nnn ¼ 5 for our calculations, and the positions of the
lipids’ centers of mass projected into the xy-plane were used as the refer-

ence points for distance calculations and subsequent construction of near-

est-neighbor lists.

Dimensionless packing shape parameter

The dimensionless packing shape parameter (79), P¼ v/(lcao), of each lipid

type can be used to quantify lipid shape (80); in that expression, v is the vol-

ume occupied by the lipid, lc is the length of its hydrophobic region, and ao
is the area occupied by its polar headgroup. For our analysis, we assumed

each lipid within the bilayer was a truncated cone, cylinder, or inverted

truncated cone shape (using shapes as defined in Fig. 1 of Dutt et al.

(81)). In this case, another parameter for the tail-end area occupied by

the lipid acyl chains, ah, can be introduced (80), and the equation for the

packing shape parameter can be rewritten as

P ¼ 1

3

 
ah
ao

þ
�
ah
ao

�1=2

þ 1

!
; (5)

this parameter is equal to 1 for cylinder shaped lipid molecules,<1 for trun-

cated cone-shaped lipid molecules, and >1 for inverted truncated-cone-
shaped lipid molecules. For each lipid type, we used ao equal to the partial

area per phosphate times the number of phosphate headgroups per lipid of

that type (i.e., times 1 for POPC/DOPE and times 2 for CL) and ah equal to

the partial area per lipid acyl chain of times the total number of acyl chains

per lipid of that type (i.e., times 2 for POPC/DOPE and times 4 for CL).

This yields an estimate of the average value of P, quantifying the effective

shape of the lipids within the bilayer.

Hydrophobic thickness

The hydrophobic thickness, hC, of each bilayer was approximated by esti-

mating the average distance between the C2 carbon atoms of the lipid acyl

chains (82,83), computed using a 2-d grid mapping tessellation procedure

(see thickness calculations from Allen et al. (76) or Gapsys et al. (77)).
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This procedure was the same as that used in estimating the partial area per

phosphate (Average Area per Lipid Phosphate Headgroup), except the

positions of the C2 carbon atoms of the lipid acyl chains projected into

the xy-plane were used as the reference points for distance calculations

and subsequent mapping of lipids to the grid elements, and in addition to

mapping lipids to grid elements, the z-positions of the C2 atoms were

also mapped to the grid elements. The hydrophobic distance for a snapshot

was then computed as the average z-distance between corresponding grid

elements of the opposing bilayer leaflets.

P-P thickness

The phosphorus-to-phosphorus (P-P) thickness, hPP, of each bilayer was

computed in the same manner as the hydrophobic thickness (Hydrophobic

Thickness), except that the positions of the phosphorus atoms of the lipid

headgroup phosphates projected into the xy-plane were used as the refer-

ence points for distance calculations and subsequent mapping of lipids

and z-positions to the grid elements.

Lipid lengths

The length of each individual lipid was estimated by computing the distance

between the position of the lipid’s headgroup phosphorus atom and the cen-

ter of mass of its terminal acyl chain carbons. The average lipid length of

lipid type l, Ll, was then estimated by taking the ensemble average of the

lengths over lipids of type l.

Bilayer surface fluctuations

We examined the bilayer surface fluctuations using the rectangular

grid-based tessellation procedure with grids generated in the same

manner as described in P-P Thickness for the P-P thickness, but addi-

tionally, the area per grid element was fixed to 1 Å2, and the z-positions

mapped to the grid elements were filtered through a Gaussian filter

with s ¼ 5.0 Å; the filter reduced noise and smoothed the surface

representation generated by the grid assignments. For simplicity, we

only analyzed the upper leaflet of the bilayer. At each snapshot, a new

grid was generated, and the surface fluctuations or roughness was quan-

tified by computing the SD of the z-values for grid points that compose

the surface, sz. After analyzing all the snapshots from a trajectory, the

time average, maximal, and minimal values of the sz-values were

computed.

Correlation between local bilayer surface deflections and lipid
molecule localization

The correlation between local bilayer surface deflections and lipid molecule

localization was estimated using the procedure described in Koldsø et al.

(84) (under the section ‘‘Correlation between bilayer surface curvature

and the clustering of lipid molecules’’). At each snapshot of the analysis,

the lateral area (xy box dimensions) of the bilayer was divided into blocks;

each leaflet is considered individually. Then, the cross correlation between

the deflection of lipids along the bilayer normal (in our case, the z-dimen-

sion) relative to the mean position within the blocks and the local lipid

composition within that block are estimated, yielding a normalized correla-

tion for each lipid species:

RL;z ¼ 1

N

X
n

ðzn � hzniÞðLn � hLniÞ
sznsLn

; (6)

where Ln is the number of lipids of a given species in a grid box n, hLni is
the average of Ln over all grid boxes, zn is the average z coordinate zn of the
lipid reference atom(s) (excluding the current lipid species being calcu-

lated) within grid block n, and hzni is the average of zn across all grid boxes.
3 � 3 grids (�48 � 48 Å2 grid elements) were used for the computation.

The correlations for each leaflet at each snapshot of the analysis were

time-averaged to yield estimates of the correlation between bilayer surface

curvature and the clustering of lipid molecules at each leaflet. The correla-
tion for the upper and lower leaflet values of each lipid type were then aver-

aged according to

RL;z ¼
�
RL;z;upper

�
t
� hRL;z;lowerit
2

(7)

to yield a composite estimate combining the upper and lower leaflet values.
Diffusion coefficients

The diffusion coefficients were estimated by applying the mean-square

displacement relation of the Einstein model of Brownian motion,

lim
t/N

krðtÞ � rð0Þ k 2 ¼ 2dDt; (8)

where the left-hand side is the mean-squared displacement as a function of

time t and on the right-hand side, d is the dimensionality andD the diffusion
coefficient. The mean-squared displacement of each lipid type (averaged

over all lipids of that type) was computed for the lateral motion of the center

of mass of lipids in each leaflet of the bilayer; the lipid coordinates were

adjusted at each step to remove the center-of-mass motion of the bilayer

before estimating the mean-squared displacements. The mean-squared

displacement curves were then fitted with a linear equation, the slope of

which was used to estimate the diffusion coefficient according to Eq. 8;

note that d ¼ 2 for 2-d lateral motion.

The mean-squared displacement curves were estimated by segmenting

the analyzed portion of the production trajectories into nonoverlapping

50 ns portions. For each portion, a new mean-squared displacement curve

was estimated. Then, the resulting set of mean-squared displacement curves

were averaged to generate a composite estimate of the curve with low noise

(Fig. S3, solid curves). The composite mean-squared displacement curves

were then fitted in the time range 10–50 ns to a linear equation via the

least-squares optimization method (Fig. S3, dashed lines). The slope of

the curve was used to estimate the diffusion coefficient in accordance

with Eq. 8. The standard error from the least-squares fitting procedure

was used to estimate error in the diffusion coefficient, which was then

multiplied by 1.96 to make an estimate of the 95% confidence intervals.
RESULTS

CL increases the average area per lipid molecule
in ternary mixtures with PC and PE lipids

Many of the membrane structural parameters are directly
affected by the lateral packing density of the membrane
lipid molecules. To characterize the lateral packing density
of the lipid molecules in our model mitochondrial mem-
branes, we estimated the average area per lipid molecule
as described in Average Area per Lipid Molecule. The
values obtained from our simulations are reported in Table
1, along with other previously reported simulation estimates
for the average area per lipid molecule in similar planar
ternary lipid bilayers from the literature. The data show
that increasing the mole percentage of CL increases the
average area per lipid molecule. Our simulation data further
indicate that the increase is nonlinear relative to the increase
in CL content within the simulated concentration range. The
increase of area per lipid molecule with CL content is
consistent with trends reported for monolayer experiments
(33–36,85) (at given surface pressure) and bilayer simula-
tions (40–42) of CL in binary mixtures with PC or PE lipids.
Furthermore, because the total number of lipids was fixed in
Biophysical Journal 117, 429–444, August 6, 2019 433



TABLE 1 Average Area per Lipid Molecule at Various

Concentrations of CL in Mixtures of PC and PE Lipids

59

TABLE 2 Average Area per Lipid Phosphate Headgroup;

Recall that Each CL Molecule Has Two Phosphate Headgroups

59
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our simulations, the increase in the average area per lipid
indicates that the average lateral area of the bilayer is
expanded by the replacement of POPC and DOPE lipid
molecules with CL lipid molecules. This observation intui-
tively aligns with the fact that CL molecules are larger than
their two-acyl-chain counterparts and display average area
per lipid molecule values that exceed 100 Å2 within pure
CL bilayers in the liquid phase (86,87).
Ternary mixtures of CL and PC and PE lipids have
slightly higher lateral headgroup and acyl chain
packing densities

The average area per lipid calculations presented above did
not take into account the unique diglycerophospholipid
structure of CL, which is comparable to that of two glycer-
ophospholipids. Therefore, we further characterized the
lateral lipid packing density by calculating both the average
area per lipid phosphate group and the average area per lipid
acyl chain, as well as their corresponding partial molar
quantities.

The average area per lipid phosphate headgroup (abbrevi-
ated hereafter as ‘‘average area per phosphate’’) was
computed in the manner described in Average Area per
Lipid Phosphate Headgroup. The values obtained from our
simulations are reported in Table 2, together with corre-
sponding literature results for the average area per phos-
phate. It can be seen from our simulation data that the
addition of up to 10 mol% CL into a mixture of PC and
PE lipids results in a relative decrease in the average area
per phosphate as compared to the CL-free bilayer, with
essentially no difference between the results for the 2, 7,
and 10 mol% systems. The data from Róg et al. (41) indicate
that the addition of 10 mol% CL decreases the average area
per phosphate as compared to the CL-free bilayer, whereas
the data from Pöyry et al. (59) indicate that increasing the
434 Biophysical Journal 117, 429–444, August 6, 2019
CL content from 3 to 11 mol% also results in a relative
decrease in the average area per phosphate. Altogether,
these results indicate that at low concentrations, CL tends
to decrease the average area per phosphate in ternary mix-
tures with PC and PE lipids; the relative differences in the
levels of area per phosphate as shown by our simulation
data and those of Róg et al. (41) and Pöyry et al. (59) may
be attributed, at least in part, to differences in length and
saturation of the PC and PE lipid acyl chains between our
studies, as well as differences in the relative proportion of
PC-PE lipids. In contrast to the relative decreases in area
per phosphate at lower concentrations, our simulation data
indicated a relative increase in area per phosphate at 15
mol% CL as compared to both the other CL-containing
bilayers and the CL-free bilayer that we modeled. The
average area per phosphate of our model mitochondrial
membranes therefore exhibited a nonmonotonic depen-
dence on CL content.

To better understand the effects that CL has on the head-
group packing of the different lipid types, we estimated the
partial area per phosphate of each lipid type using the
approach described in Partial Area per Lipid Phosphate
Headgroup. The results of this analysis are reported in
Table 3. Our simulation data indicated that the partial area
per phosphate of POPC and DOPE lipid molecules only un-
derwent a small decrease when 2 mol% CL was added to the
bilayer. Further increasing the mol% of CL resulted in small
increases in their partial areas per phosphate. Interestingly,
the partial areas per phosphate of POPC and DOPE lipids
at 10 mol% either match or exceed their values in the CL-
free bilayer, suggesting that the relative decrease in the
average area per phosphate maintained at 10 mol% CL
(see Table 2) is primarily driven by the lower partial area
per phosphate of the CL molecules and that the headgroup
area of the PC and PE lipids are no longer compressed by
the inclusion of CL. The partial area per phosphate of CL
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molecules increased monotonically but nonlinearly as their
concentration increased. In all cases, the 15 mol% CL sys-
tem exhibited the largest differences from the other systems.
Finally, as shown by our data, the area occupied by the
headgroups of each lipid type followed the general trend
POPC > DOPE > CL.

In addition to examining the packing densities of the
lipid headgroups, we also computed the average and partial
areas per lipid acyl chain. The average area per lipid acyl
chain was estimated in the manner described in Average
Area per Lipid Acyl Chain, and the partial areas per lipid
acyl chain of each lipid type were computed using the
method outlined in Partial Area per Lipid Acyl Chain.
The results of these analyses are reported in Table 4. As
can be seen from our data, the trends in acyl chain areas
are similar to those seen for the headgroups. The average
and partial areas for POPC and DOPE were nonmonotonic
with CL concentration, showing a slight compression of the
areas for 2–10 mol% CL relative to the CL-free bilayer
along with a relative expansion at 15 mol% CL. Because
the average area per lipid acyl chain is related to the
average area per phosphate by a constant multiplicative
factor, it has the same trends as that quantity. However,
the partial areas per lipid acyl chain for POPC and
DOPE were not perfectly correlated with their correspond-
ing partial areas per phosphate, remaining compressed at
10 mol% CL relative to the CL-free system; their trends
TABLE 4 Average and Partial Areas per Lipid Acyl Chain
are much more closely aligned with the average area per
lipid acyl chain. Additionally, the partial areas per lipid
acyl chain are much more consistent across the different
lipid types than the corresponding headgroup areas. With
the headgroup areas, there was a clear trend in relative
sizes. However, with the acyl chain areas, the values for
POPC and DOPE are indistinguishable, whereas CL has
only a slight tendency to larger areas. Presumably, the
higher density of the lipid acyl chains within the bilayer
forces a more uniform packing of the lipid tails.
CL molecules repel one another, interacting
preferentially with POPC molecules

Although CL lipid molecules are miscible in binary mix-
tures with PC lipid molecules (33,34,88), formation of later-
ally segregated domains has been reported for binary
mixtures of CL and PE lipids (4,34,88) and in a ternary
mixture of PC, PE, and CL (89). Additionally, CL-enriched
subdomains within the OMM have been suggested to serve
as an activating platform for mitochondrial apoptosis (9). To
explore lipid aggregation, we characterized the lateral orga-
nization and mixing behavior of our model mitochondrial
membranes. To do this, we characterized the lipid-lipid
interactions and their lateral organization within the mito-
chondrial bilayers using a nearest-neighbor analysis and
estimated the relative fractions of lipids interacting with
their nearest neighbors as described in Relative Fractions
of Lipid-Lipid Interactions. The results of this analysis are
displayed in Fig. 3.

In general, the CL-CL interaction fractions are consis-
tently lower than the CL’s mole fraction in each system,
as can be seen from the data in Fig. 3; the effect is most
notable in the 10 and 15 mol% CL systems. This suggests
that the CL-CL interactions are less favorable, presumably
because of repulsion between the negatively charged head-
groups. Additionally, CL-CL radial distribution functions
in the 7, 10, and 15 mol% CL systems (Fig. S4) also suggest
that CL molecules have little interaction within a distance of
40 Å. However, it is possible that these results could be an
artifact of CL lipid molecules’ low proportion and slow
diffusion within the bilayers. Therefore, we also analyzed
the time course of the CL-CL interaction fractions for
each CL-containing system. The results of this analysis
are displayed in Fig. 4. As can be seen in Fig. 4, although
the fluctuations present in the 2 and 7 mol% CL systems
obscure the small difference between the average value of
fCL-CL and CL’s mole fraction, the time-course data for the
interactions in the 10 and 15 mol% CL clearly show that
despite oscillations, the CL-CL fractional interactions tend
to be lower than the mole fraction of CL in those systems.
These results are consistent with those displayed in Fig. 3,
and they further confirm that at least in the timescale of
these simulations, the CL-CL interactions appear to be
repulsive.
Biophysical Journal 117, 429–444, August 6, 2019 435



FIGURE 3 Lipid-lipid fractional interactions computed using the

nearest-neighbor analysis described in Relative Fractions of Lipid-

Lipid Interactions. Lipid-lipid interactions are read first up along the

column and then across the row as interaction lipidcolumn-lipidrow.

The additional rows labeled Nl/Nt provide the lipid mole fractions

for reference. Errors are less than 0.02. To see this figure in color, go

online. FIGURE 4 CL-CL fractional interactions (f<SUB>CL-CL</SUB>)

from nearest-neighbor analysis plotted versus time. To see this figure in

color, go online.
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Additionally, the CL-POPC interaction fractions exceeded
POPC’s mole fraction in the 7, 10, and 15 mol% CL systems,
suggesting that the CL molecules interact preferentially with
POPC molecules. The radial distribution functions (Fig. S4)
also show that CL-POPC interactions tend to have slightly
higher peak densities than the CL-DOPE interactions, which
also suggests that CL lipids interact preferentially with
POPC lipids. Indeed, CL molecules have been reported
to have a stronger condensing effect in binary mixtures
with PC lipids than in binary mixtures with PE lipids
(41,42), suggesting that CL molecules tend to have stronger
attractive interactions with PC lipids than with PE lipids.
Róg et al. (41) also reported that PC molecules preferentially
formed charge pairs with CL molecules within a bilayer
composed of a ternary mixture of PC, PE, and CL lipid
molecules.
CL-dependent changes in lipid packing do not
induce significant changes in bilayer thickness

Lipid monolayers and bilayers exhibit many of the proper-
ties of an elastic sheet (90,91). Under this model, alterations
in the bilayer area result in commensurate alterations in the
bilayer thickness. Because the changes in CL content re-
sulted in minor changes to the lipid packing areas, we esti-
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mated some of the bilayer thickness properties to see if they
also changed with CL content. The results of these analyses
are reported in Table 5. First, we estimated the hydrophobic
thickness, hC, of each bilayer using the method described
in Hydrophobic Thickness. The hydrophobic thickness
quantifies the thickness of a bilayer’s hydrophobic core (hy-
drocarbon region) and is particularly important for protein-
membrane interactions, driving integral protein-membrane
interaction energetics through hydrophobic mismatch
(92,93). As the data show, the variation of hC with CL con-
tent was minimal (<1 Å), but the changes followed the
trends (negatively correlated) in the areas per phosphate
and acyl chain (see Ternary Mixtures of CL and PC and
PE Lipids Have Slightly Higher Lateral Headgroup and
Acyl Chain Packing Densities). The hC values, 28–29 Å,
agree with the average length (28.6 5 1.4 Å) of the hydro-
phobic transmembrane domains of IMM proteins reported
by Pogozheva et al. (94).

In general, membrane thickness plays an important
role in membrane-protein membrane interactions (95,96),
affecting the structure (93,94,97,98), dynamics (99,100),
and distribution (101) of integral and associated proteins,
as well as directly affecting membrane permeability (102).
To gauge the overall thickness of the bilayer membranes,
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TABLE 6 Lateral Lipid Diffusion Coefficients, Dl
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we computed the average phosphorus-to-phosphorus (P-P)
thickness, hPP, of the bilayers using the approach described
in P-P Thickness. As the data in Table 5 show, the hPP values
appear to follow a similar trend with CL content as the hC
values, but the small variations in hPP are obscured by sta-
tistical error. Regardless, values of hPP z 40 Å compare
favorably with the average P-P thickness (42 Å) reported
for the bilayer with a ternary mixture of PC, PE, and CL
simulated by Róg et al. (41), as well as the average distance
between phosphate groups (415 1 Å) reported by Dahlberg
and Maliniak (40) for coarse-grained simulations of a binary
mixture of teraoleoyl CL (9.2%) in POPC.

To better understand the molecular contributions of
the different lipid types to the bilayer thickness, we esti-
mated the average length of lipids, Ll, using the approach
described in Lipid Lengths. As can be seen from the data
in Table 5, similar to the membrane thickness metrics,
the variation of the Ll values with CL content were minimal
for POPC and DOPE (<0.5 Å) but followed the same over-
all trends; the changes in Ll with CL content correlated
reasonably well to trends those observed for the partial
areas per lipid acyl chain (see Ternary Mixtures of CL
and PC and PE Lipids Have Slightly Higher Lateral Head-
group and Acyl Chain Packing Densities). Within the simu-
lated concentration range, the average length of CL
molecules was virtually unaffected by their concentration.
Additionally, the differences between lipid types corre-
sponded well to acyl chain unsaturation, following the
trend LPOPC > LDOPE > LCL.
CL concentration in the membrane has a
significant impact on lateral lipid diffusion

Fluidity (i.e., viscosity) is another physical property of
membranes that is important for lipid distribution and
protein-membrane interactions (101,103,104). Membrane
fluidity plays a key role in controlling the diffusion
(100,105) and conformational changes of membrane-bound
proteins (93,98), making the property particularly important
in signal transduction cascades that depend on membrane-
bound diffusion-limited protein-protein interactions and
protein conformational changes, such as in mitochondrial
apoptosis regulation.

Membrane fluidity (or viscosity) is intrinsically linked to
the lateral diffusion coefficients of its lipid constituents.
Therefore, we estimated the lateral diffusion coefficients,
Dl, of each lipid species using the method described in
Diffusion Coefficients. Our simulation results are reported
in Table 6.

In general, the diffusion coefficients for POPC and
DOPE match reasonably well with those expected from
phospholipids in the liquid state (�3–11 � 10�8 cm2/s)
(106). The values for CL are comparable to previously pub-
lished diffusion coefficients for tetramyristol CL (�5 �
10�8 cm2/s) (107) and tetraoleoyl CL (�4 � 10�8 cm2/s)
(108) in liquid-phase unary CL bilayers. The trends in Dl

values with CL content are correlated with changes in
the partial areas per lipid acyl chain, consistent with the
correlation between the lateral lipid packing density and
lipid diffusion reported by Javanainen et al. (74). The resul-
tant decrease in POPC and DOPE diffusion at at 2, 7, and
10% CL suggests a relative decrease in membrane fluidity
at those concentrations, which is reversed at 15% CL.
Interestingly, even though the partial areas per lipid acyl
chain were only condensed by �3% at 2, 7, and 10%
CL, Dl values for POPC and DOPE lipids were decreased
by �20% at those concentrations. Thus, even though the
Biophysical Journal 117, 429–444, August 6, 2019 437
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changes to the membrane structural properties are subtle,
corresponding changes in the lipid lateral diffusion are
significant.
The effective cylindrical packing shape of lipid
molecules has a small bias toward truncated
conical shapes

Under the conditions in which we simulated CL (�2
charge), lipids would be expected to be stable in the
lamellar phase, but under certain pH and salt conditions,
lamellar CL membranes transition to a nonlamellar, in-
verted hexagonal phase (3,4). The transition is driven by
an effective decrease in the head/tail size ratio as the CL
headgroups are protonated or sufficiently screened. Simi-
larly, PE lipids are able to form inverted hexagonal phases
(109), and inverted hexagonal phases have also been
observed for mixtures of CL and PE lipids (4,34,88).
The ability to form inverted hexagonal phases signifies
an inherent bias toward an inverted conical packing shape.
Therefore, we quantified the effective shape of lipid
molecules within our model mitochondrial bilayers by
estimating the average values of the dimensionless pack-
ing shape parameter (79) based on their lateral packing
areas using the approach described in Dimensionless
Packing Shape Parameter; this parameter is equal to 1
for cylinder shaped lipid molecules, <1 for truncated
cone-shaped lipid molecules, and >1 for inverted trun-
cated cone-shaped lipid molecules. The results of this
analysis are reported in Table 7.

As can be seen from the data in Table 7, all the lipids have
packing shape parameters �1, which indicates that the
lipids are packed with effectively cylindrical shapes. Note
that values near 1 were to be expected because the lipid sys-
tems we modeled are planar bilayers (lamellar phase), and
lamellar bilayer lipids have cylindrical shapes with packing
parameters �1 (79,80). However, CL and DOPE have a
small but consistent bias to values of 1, in accordance
with a slight preference to take on truncated cone shapes.
In contrast, POPC has a slight bias to values <1, suggesting
a slight preference to inverted truncated cone shapes. And,
because averaging the packing parameters across lipid types
results in an average value of 1.00, the slight differences in
packing shape between POPC and CL/DOPE appear to be
complementary.
TABLE 7 Effective Critical Packing Parameters of Each Lipid

Type in the Model Mitochondrial Membranes

Mol% CL PPOPC PDOPE PCL

0 0.99 1.03 N/A

2 0.98 1.03 1.03

7 0.98 1.03 1.03

10 0.98 1.02 1.03

15 0.98 1.02 1.02

Errors are 0.01 or less.
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CL and DOPE lipid molecules correlate to
negative deviations in the bilayer surface
curvature

Both CL and DOPE lipids have a propensity to form in-
verted hexagonal phases and are thus expected to have a
preference toward inverted conical shapes and negative cur-
vatures. However, as our estimates of the effective packing
shape parameter (The Effective Cylindrical Packing Shape
of Lipid Molecules Has a Small Bias Toward Truncated
Conical Shapes) indicated, all the lipids were constrained
to approximately cylindrical shapes within the bilayer.
Restriction of the lipids to less favorable packing shapes
can result in curvature stress within the membrane mono-
layers (110) and a tendency toward spontaneous local cur-
vature fluctuations (42). In the case of the interactions that
regulate mitochondrial apoptosis, a curvature-dependent
mechanism has been implicated in tBid-interactions
(111,112), whereas permeabilization via Bax-type mole-
cules was reported to be sensitive to intrinsic monolayer
curvature (113). Therefore, we evaluated the relationship
between lipid localization and local curvature fluctuations
within the bilayer surface. To quantify this relationship,
we computed the cross correlation between local bilayer
surface deflections and lipid molecule localization, Rl;z, as
described in Correlation between Local Bilayer Surface
Deflections and Lipid Molecule Localization. The results
of this analysis are reported in Table 8.

As the data show, DOPE and CL localization tended
toward negative correlation coefficients, indicating a bias
toward negative curvature deflections in the bilayer surface.
Consistent with this result, Dahlberg and Maliniak (42) re-
ported that CL induced negative spontaneous curvature in
coarse-grained lipid bilayer simulations. Additionally,
Dahlberg and Maliniak (42) also reported that at low con-
centrations of a fully ionized CL, DOPE/CL bilayers had
more negative spontaneous curvature than another system
containing partially ionized CL in POPC.

Our results show that the correlation coefficient for POPC
lipids was zero in the 2–10 mol% systems. This is not too
surprising because POPC is the highest mole fraction
component in each of the bilayers and therefore has the
greatest weight in determining their average surface proper-
ties. Interestingly, POPC had a small positive correlation co-
efficient in the 15 mol% system, consistent with a its mild
bias toward a truncated cone packing shape (The Effective
TABLE 8 Cross Correlations between Local Bilayer Surface

Deflections and Lipid Molecule Localization, Rl ;z

Mol% CL POPC DOPE CL

0 0.0 5 0.1 �0.3 5 0.1 N/A

2 0.04 5 0.06 �0.18 5 0.06 �0.05 5 0.09

7 0.02 5 0.08 �0.2 5 0.1 �0.2 5 0.1

10 0.04 5 0.09 �0.115 0.07 �0.09 5 0.08

15 0.1 5 0.1 �0.3 5 0.1 �0.1 5 0.1



TABLE 9 SD of the Surface z-Coordinates from the Upper

Leaflet of the Bilayers
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Cylindrical Packing Shape of Lipid Molecules Has a Small
Bias Toward Truncated Conical Shapes).
Mol% CL Minimum Time Average Maximum

0 1.3 2.2 3.6

2 1.2 2.2 4.2

7 1.3 2.2 3.6

10 1.2 2.2 3.6

15 1.5 2.4 3.9

Units are in Å.
The magnitude of bilayer surface fluctuations is
not significantly affected by CL content

For a planar bilayer under zero tension, the surface is
expected to be relatively flat. However, as can be seen in
Fig. 5, there were small deformations in the surface of the
bilayers, contributing to roughness and small local changes
in surface curvature. To determine whether CL concentra-
tion affected the overall surface roughness and the magni-
tude of surface fluctuations, we computed the SD of the
z-positions associated with the bilayer surface, including
its time average, minimal, and maximal values from each
simulation using the analysis methods described in Bilayer
Surface Fluctuations. Our simulation results from this anal-
ysis are reported in Table 9. As the data indicate, increasing
the mol% of CL did not have a significant effect on the
overall surface roughness or the magnitude of surface fluc-
tuations. We did not examine the low-frequency bilayer un-
dulations; however, previous coarse-grained simulations
(42) of binary PC/CL and PE/CL bilayers reported that
increased CL content, particularly CL with a single �1
charge, resulted in greater deformability and larger undula-
tions. Additionally, the results from another set of coarse-
grained simulations (114) suggested that CL increased a
bilayer’s ability to deform when under strain.
DISCUSSION

In this article, we have constructed five atomistic models of
ternary lipid bilayer systems mimicking mitochondrial
FIGURE 5 Sample snapshot taken from the 10 mol% CL system of the

surface of the upper bilayer leaflet, demonstrating surface roughness and cur-

vature fluctuations. Left: heatmapped according to the Dz value at each

point of the surface; the heatmap is color-coded blue / red: �4 Å /
4 Å. Right: color-coded at point according to the lipid type; lipid colors

are POPC ¼ green, DOPE¼ blue, and CL ¼ gold. The images were gener-

ated using the Tachyon renderer (127) in VMD (128). To see this figure in

color, go online.
membranes. The membrane bilayers were square patches
with sizes of �(14–15 nm)2 and were composed of
POPC, DOPE, and varying proportions of CL molecules
consistent with those in the outer (�1–5 mol%, �15 mol
% at contact sites) and inner (�5–10 mol%) mitochondrial
membranes. We characterized the properties of the mem-
branes by microsecond MD simulations. To understand
how the CL molecules influenced the properties of these
model mitochondrial membranes, we estimated a variety
of structural and dynamic bilayer properties from those
simulations.

From our simulations, we found that CL content up to 15
mol% had only small effects on model membrane structural
properties (see CL Increases the Average Area per Lipid
Molecule in Ternary Mixtures with PC and PE Lipids–
CL-Dependent Changes in Lipid Packing Do Not Induce
Significant Changes in Bilayer Thickness). The addition
of 2 mol% CL into the mixed POPC-DOPE matrix resulted
in a slight bilayer condensation (Ternary Mixtures of CL
and PC and PE Lipids Have Slightly Higher Lateral Head-
group and Acyl Chain Packing Densities) that was accom-
panied by a significant decrease in membrane fluidity (CL
Concentration in the Membrane Has a Significant Impact
on Lateral Lipid Diffusion). Further structural and fluidity
changes with CL content were negligible between systems
with 2–10 mol% CL. Interestingly, the condensing effect
was reversed for the 15 mol% system, which was slightly
expanded relative to all other systems and exhibited greater
fluidity; we suspect the transition could be driven by electro-
static repulsion between the CL molecules. The results from
the simulations by Róg et al. (41) indicated that the ternary
mixture of PC, PE, and 10 mol% CL they modeled was only
mildly condensed as compared to the corresponding CL-
free binary PC-PE bilayer (see Table 2). Similarly, the re-
sults from the simulations by Pöyry et al. (59) indicated a
small condensation in a ternary lipid bilayer when going
from 3 to 11 mol% CL (also Table 2). Additionally, fluores-
cence experiments performed by Khalifat et al. (23) sug-
gested that although the addition of 10% bovine cardiac
CL to PC bilayers (at pH 7.4) leads to condensation, there
was no discernible effect on mixed PC-PE bilayers. Taken
together, these studies, along with our data, suggested that
CL induces a mild condensing or ordering effect in mixed
PC-PE lipid bilayers when the concentration of CL is <15
mol%. Furthermore, our data indicated that the system
Biophysical Journal 117, 429–444, August 6, 2019 439
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with 15 mol% CL had greater membrane fluidity. To the best
of our knowledge, there are no other studies of similar
ternary mixtures that examine the lipid packing properties
at a CL concentration of �15 mol%. Therefore, we are
unable to make a direct comparison for our results of the
15 mol% system.

Although the formation of laterally segregated domains
has been reported for binary mixtures of CL and PE lipids
(4,34,88) and for a ternary mixture of PC, PE, and 20 mol
% CL (89), we did not find any evidence of domain forma-
tion within our model systems. Indeed, our analysis of the
lateral lipid-lipid interactions and mixing suggested that
lipids were for the most part well mixed (see CL Molecules
Repel One Another, Interacting Preferentially with POPC
Molecules). The one major exception were the CL-CL inter-
actions, which we found to be consistently lower than
dictated by the CL mole fraction, suggesting that CL-CL
interactions were at least somewhat repulsive on average.
We suspect this effect is driven by electrostatic repulsion
between CL molecules’ negatively charged headgroups.
Regardless, it should be noted that the initial configurations
of our systems were approximately well mixed, which may
have biased the systems against domain formation within
the timescales that we simulated. And, although consider-
ably larger than similar bilayer systems previously simu-
lated, it is also possible the size of the bilayer patches
used in our simulations was still too small to accurately
gauge the formation of laterally segregated domains. Addi-
tionally, it should be noted that the ionic conditions play an
important role in CL lamellar-to-nonlamellar phase transi-
tions (3,115,116), and, in particular, divalent ions (e.g.,
Ca2þ) are more effective at inducing this phase transition
than monovalent ions (e.g., Naþ). However, the experi-
mental studies that reported lateral segregation all used
NaCl as the salt subphase (4,34,88,89), so divalent ions
are not required for lateral segregation in CL-containing
membranes. Overall, our result should be taken as suggest-
ing an underlying repulsion between the negatively charged
CL molecules but not definitive evidence against domain
formation in these ternary PC, PE, and CL lipid systems.

Our analysis of the effective packing shape of the lipids
revealed that the lipids took on near cylindrical shapes
within the bilayers (see The Effective Cylindrical Packing
Shape of Lipid Molecules Has a Small Bias Toward Trun-
cated Conical Shapes). And, although analysis of the surface
roughness indicated that CL content did not have a signifi-
cant effect on the magnitude of surface roughness fluctua-
tions (see The Magnitude of Bilayer Surface Fluctuations
Is Not Significantly Affected by CL Content), analysis of
the correlation between CL localization and surface deflec-
tion revealed that CL tended to cause local deflections in the
bilayer surface with negative curvature (see CL And DOPE
Lipid Molecules Correlate to Negative Deviations in the
Bilayer Surface Curvature). However, it is unclear from
these analyses whether negative curvature deflections in
440 Biophysical Journal 117, 429–444, August 6, 2019
the bilayer surface associated with CL (or DOPE) are due
primarily to the lipid’s shorter average length (Table 5) or
coupling with undulatory modes. Additionally, it should
be noted that the patch size of the bilayers likely affects
the magnitude of curvature fluctuations and the correlation
estimates. A recent simulation study performed by Boyd
et al. (114) reported that CL became locally enriched in
the negative curvature regions of buckled bilayers, suggest-
ing that lateral reorganization helped stabilize buckling de-
formations. Together with our results, these data suggest
that CL is constrained to a nonfavorable packing shape
within bilayers that results in curvature frustration and a ten-
dency to negative curvature fluctuations. As such, when the
bilayer is perturbed by external forces into a highly curved
state, as in the buckling simulations, CL responds by reor-
ganizing into the negatively curved regions, alleviating its
own inherent curvature strain and stabilizing the negatively
curved regions of the bilayer.
CONCLUSIONS

We used atomistic MD simulations to investigate the CL-
dependent properties in ternary lipid bilayer systems
composed of PC, PE, and CL; the CL content encompassed
the natural range found in mitochondrial membranes,
including the inner and outer mitochondrial membrane
and their contact sites. From these simulations, we estimated
a variety of membrane properties known to influence the
energy and kinetics of protein-membrane and protein-pro-
tein interactions at membranes (93,117) and consequently
affect membrane-protein properties such as conformation
(98,104,118–120), activity (121–124), and distribution
(101,103). Our analysis suggested that CL plays a minor
role in altering membrane structural features in ternary lipid
bilayers with a background matrix of PC and PE lipids but
significantly alters lipid diffusion and thus bilayer fluidity.
Furthermore, our data indicated that these CL-dependent ef-
fects are nonmonotonic, indicating a delicate balance be-
tween attractive and repulsive interactions within the
bilayers. Finally, examination of the lipid packing shapes
and curvature fluctuations suggested that CL correlates to
negative curvature deflections of the bilayer surface, which
likely induces negative curvature strain within the mem-
brane monolayers.

This work contributes to a foundational understanding
of the role of CL in altering the properties ternary lipid
mixtures composed of PC, PE, and CL molecules. And,
because these are the primary components of mitochondrial
membranes, this work also serves to illuminate the con-
centration-dependent role of CL in the mitochondrial
membranes. However, our models did not capture the full
complexity of the lipid milieu of mitochondrial membranes,
including the inclusion of various minor components (e.g.,
phosphatidylserine, phosphatidylinositol, and cholesterol)
and the distributions of acyl chain length and saturation.
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Furthermore, in our model membranes, CL lipids were
distributed equally among bilayer leaflets, not accounting
for the possibility of asymmetric lipid distribution. Addi-
tional experiment and simulation of more complex lipid
mixtures will be required to determine what role these
differences have on bilayer structure and dynamics and
ultimately, mitochondrial function.
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